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Why are patents considered so valuable?

Expected Patent Revenue from CRISPR patents

A patent gives the owner the right, for 20 years, to 

exclude others from using the invention without the 

patent holder’s permission. A patent therefore gives 

the inventor a monopoly.

Attorneys refer to patents as “intellectual property” for 

a reason: like real property, patents can be licensed, 

sold, and even mortgaged.

An investor who is thinking about starting a company 

that uses your discovery or device will not invest if 

there is no intellectual property protection.

A pharmaceutical or diagnostic company will not 

spend the $1 billion cost to develop and test a new 

product without broad intellectual property protection. 

Without a patent, a competitor can copy and sell the 

drug or diagnostic test the day after it is approved by 

the FDA. 

Thus no patient will benefit without a 

patent!
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Why do we invent?



Freshly hatched ideas are 

very fragile and must be 

nurtured

Mentors should nurture new ideas 



Idea, design, discovery
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• Is your idea worth 

pursuing?

• Can you get funding 

to try out your idea?

• What is the key first 

experiment?
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• Does your idea work?

• Is it better/ different  

than existing prior 

art?

• Does it have 

commercial value?
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Searching the prior art can be discouraging



Prototyping



How can you protect your new creation ?

TRADEMARK



A Design Patent protects only the exact outward 

appearance, design, or shape of your project. 



Trademark



A utility patent is granted for a new non obvious device, method, 

material, or software, that is useful for a purpose. 

Utility Patent
Marconi

Wright Brothers
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Applying for a Patent

To obtain a patent the inventor must file a 

patent application  that fulfills two criteria:

1. Prove to the patent office that the 

invention is novel, non obvious, and useful, 

compared to any public disclosure (e.g. 

prior patent, Youtube, google document, 

publication, news paper article, worldwide, 

in any language).

2. Inventors must thoroughly disclose how 

their inventions work.  Someone “skilled in 

the art”  must be able to read the patent and 

reproduce the invention.



Provisional Patent Application

• Under United States patent law, a provisional application is 
a legal document filed in the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office (USPTO), that establishes an early filing date, 
but does not mature into an issued patent unless the applicant 
files a regular non-provisional patent application within one 
year.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_patent_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_instrument
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Patent_and_Trademark_Office
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filing_date
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent_application
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Claims



What are Patent Claims?

• Patent claims determine the boundaries and 

scope of the invention.

• Claims specifically define the features of the 

invention that are different, unexpected, and 

non-obvious, from all other prior work at any 

time, publically disclosed by any means, by 

anyone, worldwide.

• Broad claims are good. Narrow claims limit 

the value of the patent. 



Types of Patent Claims

• Patent claims are made up of independent and 
dependent claims. 

• Independent claims describe the invention as 
broadly as possible and can stand alone. They 
are written in broad language to block 
competitors.

• Dependent claims refine and clarify specific 
features of a prior claim that they reference.

• A claim contains a) the primary properties, 
purpose or field, b) a transition phase 
“comprising or consisting of” and c) a list of 
elements. 



Example Claims
1. An apparatus for catching mice, said apparatus comprising a base, a 

spring fixed to the base and also to a moveable member, and a means of 
holding and then releasing the moveable member, such that it is 
propelled by the spring to confine the body of a mouse. 

2. An apparatus of claim 1 in which the moveable member can be cocked in 
one position and then released and propelled by the spring. 

3. An apparatus of claim 2 wherein the base contains a means to fix a bait 
in a specific region causing the mouse to crawl to a desired location 
where it can be struck by the moveable member

Which of these inventions

infringes these claims?



Wright Brothers invention; secured by broad claims 

that covered the three axis system of controls 

(required in all modern planes), not the plane itself



Infringement: What if someone 

steals your invention?

Patent infringement is the commission of a 

prohibited act with respect to a patented invention 

without permission from the patent holder. 

Permission may typically be granted in the form of a 

license.

Infringement is determined by showing that the 

culprit’s product contains features specifically 

covered In one of the listed claims of the invention



Financial Impact of patent wars

Court of Appeals decision, President Reagan and Prime 

Minister Chirac announced a settlement agreement 

whereby the lawsuit was to be dropped, American and 

French scientists were to share credit for having 

discovered the AIDS virus, and both parties to the suit 

were to share the patent rights for the AIDS blood test kit.

Outcome: Institut Pasteur v. United States: the AIDS 

patent dispute



CRISPR PATENT OUTCOME
2012 saw two sets of inventors filed patent applications covering various uses of CRISPR: 

Jennifer Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier of U.C. Berkeley and the University of Vienna, 

respectively, in May 2012; 

and Feng Zhang of the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard in December 2012. 

Even though it appeared that Doudna and Charpentier were both the first to invent an engineerable form 

of CRISPR and the first to file a patent application covering it, Zhang’s patent application was reviewed 

by the PTO faster—and as a consequence was granted before Doudna and Charpentier’s application was 

issued. 

This sequence of events set up a special, and rare, procedure at the PTO known as an “interference”: a 

trial to determine who the first true inventor of the claimed technology was. 

The heart of that dispute centered on whether Doudna and Charpentier’s original patent application 

disclosed enough information to enable an ordinary molecular biologist to use the technology in 

eukaryotic cells, i.e., the cells of higher organisms. If it did, then Doudna and Charpentier are entitled to 

broad patents covering CRISPR in any cell system. If the patent application did not disclose sufficient 

information to use Doudna and Charpentier’s invention in eukaryotes, then Zhang was entitled to keep 

fourteen of his patents covering his iteration of CRISPR and exclude Doudna and Charpentier.   

The court ruled in favor of Zhang



Can you patent the general process 

of inventing a new technology?

Patent applications for inventions 

that conduct prior art searches, 

create new concepts, and prepare 

patentable patent applications. 



Changing Legal Climate for Biotech patents

can’t patent a “product of nature”



Conclusions: Why should you patent your ideas?

• Exclusive rights to your invention for 20 years.

• Protect your idea from competition

• Attract investors to build your business

• In biomedicine no patient will benefit from your 

discovery if it is not protected by a provisional 

application, a patent application or an issued patent.

• Your career: A patent requires absolute novelty. This is 
not the case for a publication. 


